where f2. G is an appropriate cobordism theory of immersed submanifolds of Euclidean space. By generalizing techniques of Browder [2] we shall give necessary and sufficient Adams spectral sequence conditions for an element in t2. G to have nonzero Kervaire invariant. Also we will prove that for every j > 1 there exists a closed, differentiable manifold of dimension 2 ) § together with an immersion in R2s § which has nonzero Kervaire invariant. Before we state our results more precisely, we first recall some preliminaries about the Kervaire invariant.
The classical Kervaire invariant of stably framed corbodism, K: f24kf" + 2---'Z/2, is the obstruction to a framed cobordism class containing a framed homotopy sphere. The question of the existence of smooth, stably framed, closed manifolds with nonzero Kervaire invariant has intrigued topologists since the early 1960's.
By using the Thom-Pontrjagin construction which equates framed cobordism, f2 fr, with the stable homotopy groups of spheres, n,(S~ W. Browder gave necessary and sufficient conditions on the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence 
--7~2j+t_2(S )has Kervaire invariant one if and only if it is represented by hjhFExtA(Z/2,7~/2 ) in the g 2 term of the Adams spectral sequence.
During the preparation of this work the first and third authors were supported by NSF grants, and the first author by an A.P. Sloan foundation fellowship. The first author would also like to thank the mathematics department at Princeton University for its hospitality during the time the work was completed In this theorem, A is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and hjsExtA(Z/2,Z/2) is the generator in bidegree (1, 2J) . By work of Mahowald and Tangora and of Barratt, Jones, and Mahowald (see [21, 1] ) an element 0~rc~2~+12(S ~ with the required properties is known to exist for j < 5.
As observed by Browder [2] , the essential ingredient contained in a framed 2n-dimensional manifold (M2",f) that allows one to define its Kervaire invariant, is a trivialization of the (n+ 1) St Wu class, v,+ 1, of the stable normal bundle. This idea was carried further by Brown in [4, 5] Now let G be one of the Lie groups O(1) or U(1)=SO (2) , and let ~G. denote the cobordism group of manifolds together with a reduction of the structure group of their stable normal bundles from the infinite orthogonal group O to G. By work of M. Hirsch [13] t2~ m can be thought of as cobordism classes of manifolds immersed in codimension one Euclidean space. Similarly 0 s~ =cobordism classes of oriented manifolds immersed in codimension 2 Euclidean space.
Notice that f2~ can also be thought of as an immersion-theoretic cobordism theory since SO(1)=the trivial group, f2fr=QS~ cobordism group of oriented manifolds immersed in codimension one Euclidean space.
An easy calculation shows that
O=v,+,eH,+I(BG;Z/2 ) if{~:~2k--2 if G=O(1) ~2k--3
if G=SO (2) and therefore we have a Brown-Kervaire invariant for n as above. Our first result is a generalization of Browder's theorem, both in its statement and its proof.
Theorem. Unless n=l or 3 and G=O(1), the Kervaire invariant of a class xe~,= ~,(MG) is nonzero if and only if x is represented in the Adams spectral sequence by a class in Ext2(H*(MG), 7//2) in the image of multiplication by h~h~ under the Yoneda pairing Ext~ Z/2)| Ext](Z2, Z2)-~ ExtE(H*(MG);Z2).
Here MG is the Thom spectrum of the universal G-vector bundle over BG.
We will actually significantly cut down the list of classes in Ext2(H*(MG),Z/2) that can represent cobordism classes with nonzero Kervaire invariant by showing that many of the classes occurring in this theorem carry nonzero differentials in the Adams spectral sequence. A more precise, stronger version of this theorem is stated in Sect. 1 (Theorems (1.6) and (1.8)).
Our second main result is the construction of classes in 0 s~ having nonzero Kervaire invariant. These are constructed using techniques of Mahowald [19-1. More specifically we will prove the following. Let f2~.(-) denote the bordism theory of i-oriented manifolds. Thus for any space X f2~,(X) consists of bordism classes of triples (M,~;f), where M is a closed n-manifold, q~ is a i-orientation of M, and f: M-* X is a map. Write [M, dp;f] for the associated bordism class. Recall that the Thom-Pontryagin construction gives isomorphisms f2 r s (X A T(i)) and if2 ~ r "~ ~z S tX A T(~)).
In the first isomorphism X+ denotes X with a disjoint basepoint.
Let K, be an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (Z/2,n), and let (M, ~) be a ~-oriented 2 n-dimensional manifold. In [5] given by x--~j(d,x) for some d~V, where here, and for the rest of the paper we let j: Z/ncZ/2n be the obvious inclusion. An elementary argument using Brown's invariant a proves the following:
In the case when A=~E,(K,), we write Kh(M;~ ) for the Z/8-valued invariant determined by h: A---~Z/4. If hi and h 2 are two such homomorphisms, then in view of (1.2) part b we have that h I -h2=fP where f~H"B. In view of (1.4) we may conclude the following:
Recall that W(Z/2)=Z/2 and the Arf invariant of a quadratic form determines its Witt class. In cobordism theory this reappears as the case B =point, ~ is therefore trivial, and O~, is framed cobordism ~)fr. Then ~2 fr K, __TZ2nK n_ ~s =~/2 and we recover the classical Kervaire invariant K: Y2~.--*Z/2 [17] .
We now come to the main results of the paper. The prototype for our theorems is Browder's result [2] 
From now on we exclude the cases n = 2 k-2, since the Kervaire invariant is not defined in these dimensions. From the appendix we can read off the Witt groups
is an isomorphism. (7)=0 if and only if q#=2k-2 and we therefore get a Kervaire invariant in dimensions 2 n so long as n is not of the form 2 k-3. Again, we read off the cobordism groups from (1.2) and the Witt groups from the appendix:
w~~ =~ = ~z /2 | z /2. Remark. Let ~-~2,"=c5s~ be in the image of the natural map from framed cobordism, ~f~=~s~176
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invariant if and only if x is represented by e o h~ hyExt z* MSO (2)) in the Adams spectral sequence. The main positive result of this paper is that these classes are in fact infinite cycles. That is, we shall prove the following.
(1.9) Theorem.
For every j> 1 there exists an element O~(SO(2))~f2s2~ 2 which is represented by eohih~ExtZ(MSO(2)) in the Adams spectral sequence. Hence 0~(S0(2)) represents a 2 ~+~-2 dimensional, SO(2)-oriented manifold having nonzero Kervaire invariant. w 2. Detecting the Kervaire invariant
In this section we use techniques of Browder to detect the Kervaire invariant.
As in the last section let (M, cO) be a i-oriented 2n-dimensional manifold. Proof This is an easy exercise with the definitions and we leave it to the reader. We will have considerable use for functional cohomology operations defined using the operation We come now to the two main technical results of this section.
Sq"+ l-i: (~Hi+k(x)---~ Hn+ ' +k(x)
i=0(2.3) Theorem. a)If xeH"B then S q"+ l-i(~r vi(~))) =0. i=0 b) Suppose q~,[M]~H2,B
is zero. Then, for all x~H"(B), q(~*(x)) is in the image of i: 7./2-* (2~2,(K,), where i is as in (1.2). Moreover, q(@*(x)) is nonzero if and only if ( ~ Sq'+'-i) (Xo .... ,Xn)EH2nS 2n i= 0 /~t is nonzero, where x i = qJ(x. vi(~))ZHn+i(T(~)).
To state our next result we need some more notation. Let H. denote the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum H.= Z" KZ 2. That is, 
(T(~)).
Finally if 7err, X is a stable homotopy class, where X is a spectrum, we write AF (7)=s to mean that y is represented in filtration s in the Adams spectral sequence. In particular AF(7)>I means that ~ has zero Hurewicz image in H, X, and AFt7)> 2 means that all functional cohomology operations defined using ~ vanish. 
(~))--orck(T(~)) is the boundary homomorphism in the homotopy long exact sequence induced by the cofibration sequence T(0=S ~ T(~)~ H o ^ T(0--~/4o ^ T(~).
Our procedure for detecting the Kervaire invariant is contained in (2.1)-(2.4). First we use characteristic numbers to determine the congruence of Kh(M;~)mod2. Characteristic numbers also give some information on We remark that our procedure has gaps in the most general setting. In particular it is possible that cb,[M]4=0 but charcteristic numbers give no information concerning the Kervaire invariant. We will not pursue this possibility because as we shall see, this cannot happen in the cases in which we are most interested ,__,to ~ and f2,s~
Kh(M;
We begin with the proofs of Theorems (2.3) and (2.4). First, we need an algebraic lemma, whose proof is contained in Papastavridis' paper [23] . Let P and Q be A-modules. Let P| Q have the diagonal A-module structure. The proof of this formula is given in [23] . It is a rather straightforward k exercise using the defining relation for the antiautomorphism ;~:
We next need a lemma from [2] . Define the spectrum E, to be the fiber of the map
u~| T(~)AH,--~ Hzn+I.
where u~eH~ is the Thorn class. The obvious map T(OAK,--~ T(~)A H, lifts to E, since Sq "+~ acts trivially on the fundamental class a,eH"(K,). We therefore have a homotopy commutative diagram
The proof of this is a direct cohomology calculation and is clone in [2] . Before we proceed with the proof of Theorem(2.3) we need one more formula. By abuse of notation let a, denote both the nontrivial element in H" K, and in H" H,. Recall that a Z/2-vector space basis for H* T(~)| a, is in turn a basis for the free A-module H*(T(OAH,). Using (2.5) we can express the k-invariant, ue| "+ 1, of E, in terms of this basis:
The last equality holds because by definition of the Wu classes, )~(Sq~)u~ = 0~(vi(O) , and because v,+ 1 (0 = 0.
Proof of Theorem(2.3). Let xeH" B, then since Sq"+ a x=O, O=u~| a x in H"(T(O ^ B+). Using formula (2.7) we get that
0= ~ Sq "+'-'(~O~(v,(~))| i=0
Now let A: T(O--,T(OAB+ be the map of Thorn spectra induced by the diagonal B--~B x B. Using the fact that A*(Or174
we can apply A* to the above formula and get that
This is the statement of (2.3a).
To prove (2. Proof of Theorem (2. 4) The strategy for our proof of (2.4) is the same as what we used for our proof of (2.3), but considerably more complicated. First, we need to recall a result of Mahowald [19] .
Let L be the double loop space of S a, f22S 3. Let t/: L--~BO be the unique (up to homotopy) double loop map that induces an isomorphism on Ha(_ ; Z/2).
(2.8) Lemma [19] . 
where ,eK.+ 1 is the basepoint. By letting T(7,v(n+l)) denote the Thorn spectrum quotient T(v)/T7 (n + 1) we get an induced map The following was a key technical lemma from Browder's work [2] . Recall that ~=t/x 4. We will need the following lemma whose proof we postpone. In the above calculation the notation ff(r,r stands for the relative Thom isomorphism r r H* (X, B) ~ H* (T(T, ~)). ' in the cobar resolution, subject to the relations ea,+ ,_ 2 h~=0. We remark that the cobar resolution is the dual of the bar resolution and the ~'s are the Milnor ring generators of A, [22] .
) Theorem. If x~H"(B), then there is a ~-oriented manifold (M;4) with ~,[M]=0 and q(~*(x))4:0 if and only if ot(M; ~)en,(T(~)) is represented in the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence by a class ~Ext~'2"+l(H * T(~),71a) such that the evaluation, ((,p2,(x)) is nonzero. (3.5) Theorem. Let (M, eP) be a ~-manifold with AF(~(M,~))>2. Then the Kervaire invariant K(M, q~) is nonzero if and only if ~(M, ~)~n,(T(~)
)
c) Ext~'*(H*(MO(1));7~2) is the 71/2 vector space generated by classes e2,-2 hihk and by classes ?~ represented by
We now follow our procedure for detecting the Kervaire invariant. Recall the Kahn-Priddy map 2: RP~--,S ~ It is well known that on the Adams spectral sequence level 2 raises filtration by one, and induces the homo- By Theorem(2.4b) we are now reduced to computing the evaluations (x; ~:2,) for xeExt~' 2n+ 2 (H* MO (1) 
( t + q~ S qJ O(VsVp)| Z(S qt+q_ j)| S q,,+ l_ i q /
Thus after observing that Vk(O(1))=O if and only if k---2m-1 we note that in evaluating y2 r+2 y2 r+2
(e3.2r-2| ~1 | ; Kll.2r-4)
we need only consider the summands of K 11.2r_ 4 where (S qJ ~k(v s vp), e 3. 2r_ 2) = 1 where s and p are both of the form 2"-1. This occurs in three cases 1. j=2", s=p=2"-l; 2. j--0, s=T+l-1, p--T-l; 3. j=0, s=2'-l, p=2"+1-1.
We study case 1 first. To get nonzero in the evaluation of this summand, we need that both ~1 ; x(Sq '+q-2r) and \~1 , S are nonzero. In particular we need that t+q-2'=2 ''+2 and 11.2'-1-1-i = 2r+ 2. But using the restriction that p + q = n + 1, i.e. that 2 r -1 + q = 11.2 r-1 -1" q= 9. (3.7).
We now complete the calculation of (x, ~:2.) for x~Ext2'2"+2(H * MO (1); 71/2) by proving the following: We've therefore completed our calculations of the evaluations (x;/s for 
xeExt2'2"+2(H*(MO(1));712

d2 (hm hk hk) = ho h,n_ 1 h~_ 1 hk hk
in Ext~'*(Z/2,7l/2). Now except for the cases of m and k described in the statement of the lemma these classes were shown to be nonzero by W.H. Lin in [18] . Thus except for these cases h m h k h k carries a nonzero differential in the Adams spectral sequence, and hence so does e2m_ 2 hkh k. This completes the proof of (3.9) and thus of Theorem (1.6).
The proof of Theorem(1.8) is completely analogous to the proof of (1.6) after observing that Z2MSO (2) is given by e2,._ 4 --+ h,,.
We leave the details of the proof of Theorem (1.8) to the interested reader. 
0+: O S+
Let g: O 2 S 3 ~S ~ be the stable map (i.e., map of the associated suspension spectra) given by the adjoint of 0+. By construction, g is a map of ring spectra. In particular we may conclude the following.
Consider the stable splitting of 2 3 O S+ due to Snaith [24] . (See [10] for a simple spectrum level proof.) 
. Sq21Sql)(UE,)~H,(Dz,).
We wish to reinterpret (4.2) as a statement about the representative of f~ in the mod2 Adams spectral sequence converging to the stable cohomotopy of D2,. To do this, first notice Hq(D2,)=0 for q>2 I+1-1, and H 2 .... I(D2,)=Z/2 generated by Sq 2'-1(u21). This implies that when localized at 2, D 2, is 2 i+ 1_ 1 dimensional, with only one cell in dimension 2 i+ 1_ 1.
Let p: D2,--~S 2i § be the projection onto the top cell. p induces a homomorphism p,: Ext~i'(Z/2, Z/2)--* Ext~i'-2,+ 2+ 1(i/2, H* (D2,)). Proof The translation of (4.2) to (4.3) is standard after noticing that for dimensional reasons (see (4.1)) ifj ~ei+ 1, S q~(ao)=O.
The following is then immediate. Proof First notice that the complex /)(2) is 2(2 i-1)=2i+1--2 dimensional, so The suspension spectrum D 2, is a finite spectrum so it has a Spanier- Proof This follows from (4.5) and S-duality.
The results described above are slight variations of the results obtained by Mahowald in [19] . Since the writing of that paper, however, more results about the stable homotopy type of the spaces D k (and thereby O 2 S 3) have been obtained by Brown and Peterson [7] and by Cohen [9, 11] . The essential outcome of these results is that when localized at any prime, D k has the homotopy type of an appropriate Brown-Gitler spectrum [6, 11] . In particular at the prime 2 Brown and Peterson proved the following. (Again all spaces and spectra are assumed to be localized at 2.) (4.8) Proposition [7] . D k satisfies the following properties : 
y).
Notice that 2q(x)=i(x.x) and that 4q(x)=0. We therefore assume without loss of generality that 2Aci(~/2) and 4A=0. We write A2cA for the subgroup of elements of order <2.
Recall that (V,q) was defined to be Witt equivalent to zero if there is a subspace KcV such that 2rank K=rank V and q(K)=0. We will classify these bilinear forms as direct sums of the following three basic ones. = Arf h (a t, at}.
Arfh (a,b + e) =%(x) qh(y) = h(a) h(b + c) = h(a) h(b) + h(a) h(c)
=
